
REVIEWING OF YOUR WRITS 
Service provided by Anaidah El in Association with R.V. Bey Publications 

 
 

We get many email request to review Writs, Affidavits, etc. from those who are inspired 
to be ‘active’ and write their own Writs.  We need to approach our issues in a collective 
and universal manner, as the principles of Law DO NOT CHANGE!!  How we feel about 
the many violations and abrogations of Rights” do not apply when effectuating Lawful 
communications.  Therefore reviewing Writs is important, and although time-consuming, 
it is a necessity, as we establish a united front where our liberties are concerned.  Sister 
Anaidah El is offering her services to review your Writs and make initial corrections or 
adjustments for a service cost of $75.00 notes (FRN’s), returning the initial corrections to 
you, either by email or if postal service, on a flashdrive or disk.   
 
You can either email your Writ to gsnama7@gmail.com or mail it on a flash drive or disk 
via postal service.  Payments are to be in the form of a money order (no checks), payable 
to Anaidah El and mailed to:    
 

Great Seal National Association of Moorish Affairs  
141 Weston Street #1145  

Hartford, Connecticut 06143. 
 
 

Do Not Send any mail requiring signature as it will 
NOT BE ACCEPTED! 

 
 
 

Please provide a legible Email Address, Phone Number and Return Mailing Location, 
if you do not, it will delay your information because we will not have any way to contact you 
until you contact us, which is usually with concerns as to ‘what is taking so long’ without 
knowing you have forgotten to provide it or we cannot understand your handwriting, 
therefore the email, the phone, and / or the mailing address are non-workable for us.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We Thank You for assisting in helping to uplift fallen humanity”, linking ‘back’ to the family of Nations, and bringing 
 the people “back” to the constitutional fold of government bearing one ‘free national name’.    

The universe Thanks you more! 
 


